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The Secret Ingredients Behind TrimSpa® COMPLETELY EPHEdra FREE Formula X32

Hoodia Gordonii Cactus
The perfect solution for unwanted cravings and big appetites. This natural appetite suppressant stops hunger and leaves you feeling satisfied with less food, longer.

Glucosamine
Your ultimate safeguard against gaining weight. This patented ingredient actually assists your metabolism in using the glucose (or blood sugar) in the foods you eat as a source of energy instead of storing it as ugly fat.

Green Tea Extract
Want to turn heads and stop traffic with sexy, defined muscles? This multi-purpose herb helps fight free radicals while it also helps burn fat and feed healthy, lean muscles underneath.

Cocoa Extract
Why look heavier than you really are? This natural diuretic helps rid the body of excess water so you look trimmer as you become trimmer.

Citrus Naringinana
Stop obesity before it begins by curbing your appetite and inhibiting the enzymes that can cause you to be overweight in the first place with this soluble source of fiber that keeps your system regular and your body lighter.

Chromium Chelavite™
Don’t deprive yourself of the foods you love—while everyone else struggles to resist carbs. This important nutrient can help you achieve the same results low-carb diets offer but without having to sacrifice all breads, pastas and sugar!

Vanadium
The perfect answer to a day of indulgence with your favorite comfort foods. This natural appetite suppressant also assists your metabolism in converting carbohydrates—that might otherwise be stored as fat—into energy.

Glucomannan
Feel satisfied and full while you actually eat less! This natural dietary fiber increases satiety, resulting in the lower caloric intake that ultimately helps you lose weight.

Sodium Carboxymethylcellulose
Say you can’t eat another bite, and mean it! This nontoxic, indigestible solution helps fool your body by creating a sense of fullness while it’s in the stomach, reducing the desire to eat…and the numbers on your scale!

“Let’s face it. I’m a big guy,” says John Daly. “I love food and could never pass up any kind of chocolate. So excess pounds became a way of life—besides, there was always the next size in pants and shirts. Then I started hearing about TrimSpa® products, went to trimspa.com and was knocked out by the ‘Before’ and ‘After’ pictures of folks whose lives were transformed by its amazing High-Speed DREAM BODY.” Diet Pill.

I was particularly impressed by fellow athletes who are still having tremendous success with TrimSpa® products. Guys like Bubba Paris, the three time Super Bowl® champ for the 49ers®; Tom McMillen, the NBA® star who was also the former Co-Chair for President Clinton’s Council on Physical Fitness; Lee Mroszak, one of the owners of Greg Ray Racing—who was so thrilled with his 100 pound weight loss he unified the team and plastered the race car with TrimSpa® logos—and even Anna Nicole Smith, who lost over 30 pounds with TrimSpa® COMPLETELY EPHEdra FREE Formula X32!

Frankly, when I started using TrimSpa® products I did think it sounded too good to be true,” admitted Daly. “But not only have I already burned off 32 pounds—the weight loss continues—and, more importantly, I’ve been able to keep it off. I have more energy than I ever had in my life and I look great! Heck, I’m getting so ripped I don’t know if the oooohs and aaaaahs from the gallery are for my long drive, or for my DREAM BODY!

Seriously, though, endorsing TrimSpa® products is a great way for me to show my appreciation of—and my total belief in what TrimSpa® can do for just about anybody who tries it.”

Tee it up, John...you’re no longer a long shot to reach your ideal weight with TrimSpa® products!

* 2006 TrimSpa. Results not typical. Not all can be or will be the same under any circumstances. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Not intended to treat, prevent, mitigate or cure disease. Call 1-800-TRIMSPA or visit trimspa.com for use, ingredients, benefits, and cautions. Consult physician before using. Results may vary. Your mileage may vary. Do not use if pregnant or under 18 years of age. Pioneering fat replacement technology. This product may also contain beta citrulline. Do not use if pregnant or under 18 years of age. TrimSpa can make you feel better and look trimmer at TrimSpa.com. All TrimSpa is made by TrimSpa slimming. All TrimSpa logo are trademarks of TrimSpa. All TrimSpa and TrimSpa logo are trademarks of TrimSpa. All TrimSpa logo are trademarks of TrimSpa.